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Abstract: This paper presents the day-ahead energy planning of passenger cars with 100%
electric vehicle (EV) penetration in the Nordic region by 2050. EVs will play an important
role in the future energy systems which can both reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from the transport sector and provide the demand side flexibility required by
smart grids. On the other hand, the EVs will increase the electricity consumption. In order
to quantify the electricity consumption increase due to the 100% EV penetration in the
Nordic region to facilitate the power system planning studies, the day-ahead energy
planning of EVs has been investigated with different EV charging scenarios. Five EV
charging scenarios have been considered in the energy planning analysis which are:
uncontrolled charging all day, uncontrolled charging at home, timed charging, spot price
based charging all day and spot price based charging at home. The demand profiles of the
five charging analysis show that timed charging is the least favorable charging option and the
spot priced based EV charging might induce high peak demands. The EV charging demand
will have a considerable share of the energy consumption in the future Nordic power system.
Keywords: day-ahead energy planning; electric vehicle (EV); spot price based charging;
timed charging; uncontrolled charging
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1. Introduction
The worldwide concern about greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and independence from fossil fuels
has stimulated the development of electric vehicles (EVs) for the past few decades. The electrification
of the transport sector is an attractive option to reduce both the GHG emissions and the fossil fuel
consumption of society. In the Nordic context, the deployment of EVs has more drivers. The Nordic
region including Denmark (DK), Finland (FI), Norway (NO) and Sweden (SE) has the ambition of
achieving a sustainable energy system in a time perspective up to 2050 [1–6]. Considered as a type of
distributed energy resources (DERs), EVs hold the potential to cope with the intermittency resulting
from the further utilization of renewable energy sources (RESs) in the Nordic power grid. Therefore,
the study of the electrification of the transportation sector with large-scale deployment of EVs has
strong necessity for the four mentioned Nordic countries.
With a large-scale deployment of EVs, the power and energy demand of EVs will have a strong
impact on the power system. The study of the impact of EV charging on the power system started
in 1970s and a number of studies have been carried out on the topic ever since [7–16]. In most of the
studies, either at a national scale or a regional scale, the energy consumption or the charging
availability of the vehicles was estimated without considering the actual driving patterns of the
vehicles. Such assumptions might lead to inaccurate EV charging analysis results.
Regarding the Nordic area, the charging demand of EVs was studied in different countries. In [17,18]
the EV charging demand based on the case of the Danish island of Bornholm was studied. The study
in [19] presented the EV fleet integration in Bornholm with the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) concept. The
study in [20] built an optimal charging model according to survey data from Western Denmark. The study
in [21] gave an estimation of the charging cost of EVs in the Finnish context. The work in [22] studied the
stochastic charging load of the plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) in Finland.
However, a comprehensive study of the daily charging demand of EVs based on the actual driving
behaviors for the Nordic area is missing at the moment. Such a study of the energy planning of the EV
charging is essential to both the day-ahead scheduling and long term planning of the power system if
there is to be a large-scale deployment of EVs. The work in [23] studied the driving patterns of Denmark
based on the Danish National Travel Survey for the EV charging demand study. Following the work
in [23], this paper presents a study of the day-ahead energy planning of passenger cars with 100% EV
penetration based on the actual driving behaviors in the Nordic region by 2050. The driving data from
the National Travel Surveys of the four mentioned Nordic countries were used to determine the driving
patterns of the vehicles. Based on the driving patterns of the vehicles, the daily charging profiles of
EVs with different types of charging scenarios are investigated. The electric energy planning of the EV
charging demand and its impacts are discussed according to the results of the EV charging analysis.
The paper is arranged as follows: the EV charging analysis method is described in Section 2. The
demand profiles of the EV charging in the Nordic area with different charging schemes are presented
in Section 3. The impacts of the EV charging demand on the power system are discussed in Section 4.
In the end, the conclusions are drawn.
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2. Algorithms
2.1. Driving Behavior Analysis
In order to analyze the charging demand of EVs in the Nordic region, it is necessary to study the
driving pattern of EVs in the area. Currently, it is difficult to obtain the driving pattern of EVs directly
because there are few EVs on the road. However, with a high penetration level of EVs and sufficient
support of the charging facility, the driving pattern of EVs will be more or less the same as the one of
conventional passenger cars when or if all the driving requirements are fulfilled. Therefore, it is
feasible to use the driving pattern of conventional passenger cars in the Nordic area to estimate the
driving pattern of EVs.
The driving pattern analysis is based on the data from the National Travel Surveys of Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden. The National Travel Surveys of the four countries are the most
comprehensive data sources which have enough samples to statistically represent the travel behaviors
in the corresponding Nordic country. Information on the driving behavior is extracted from the survey
databases including the start and ending time of each trip, the driving destination of each trip as well as
the driving distance of each trip. The information is used to form the driving patterns of each vehicle
throughout the day and calculate the corresponding energy consumption of the driving activities.
The charging availability of the vehicle is generated according to the driving and parking status of the
vehicle during the day. The status is known according to each observation of the travelling records
from the database. Additionally, the parking place is also considered in the study. The EV charging
availability is formed under two different conditions. The first condition assumes that the EVs can be
charged whenever they are parked all day, regardless of the parking place. The second condition
assumes that the EVs can only be charged when they are parked at home. According to these two
different conditions, two different kinds of EV charging availability are obtained: EV charging
availability all day and EV charging availability at home. They describe the time percentage that the
EV can be charged in the specific time slot of the day.
2.2. EV Charging Schemes
Based on the two different kinds of EV charging availability, five different charging scenarios are
considered in this paper, including uncontrolled charging all day, uncontrolled charging at home, timed
charging, spot price based charging all day and spot price based charging at home. Uncontrolled
charging all day refers to the uncontrolled charging that the EVs can be charged whenever they are
parked all day regardless of the parking place. Uncontrolled charging at home refers to the
uncontrolled charging that the EVs can only be charged when they are parked at home. Timed
charging refers to a scheduled charging at specific time periods when the conventional demand of the
power system is low. The EVs are assumed to be charged after 21:00 of the day when they are parked.
Spot price based charging all day refer to an optimal charging based on the expected electricity spot
prices of the Nord Pool electricity market when the EVs can be charged whenever they are parked all
day regardless of the parking place. The objective is to minimize the charging cost with the energy
requirement constraints of each individual vehicle fulfilled.
The optimization formulation of the spot price based EV charging is presented as follows:
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The objective is to minimize the charging cost in Equation (1) subject to the state of charge (SOC) limit
constraint of the batteries in Equation (2), the charging energy limit constraint in Equation (3), the driving
requirement constraint in Equation (4) and the energy balance constraint in Equation (5). The pricing
parameter in Equation (1) is the predicted spot price in the day-ahead electricity market. In the study of
this paper, the historical data of the spot price in the Nordic electricity market (Nord Pool Spot) are used as
the predicted spot prices. For the SOC limit constraint in Equation (2), it is assumed that the SOC level of
each EV should not be out of the limit of the battery throughout the day. The EV charging demand is
constrained between 0 and the charging energy limit at any period t in Equation (3). The time resolution ∆
of the EV charging analysis in this paper is one hour. The EV charging availability , is dependent on the
driving and parking status of the vehicle n at period t as described in Section 2.1. The charging rate setting
in the study will be described in Section 2.3. For the driving requirement constraint in Equation (4),
the driving energy requirement is corresponding to the driving distance. , is the detailed driving
distance of vehicle n in the time interval t. It is obtained from the driving records in the National
Travel Surveys as mentioned in Section 2.1. The energy used per km for a home passenger car is
typically between 120 Wh/km and 180 Wh/km [24]. For the charging analysis in this paper, an average
rate of 150 Wh/km is used to calculate the energy consumption of the studied vehicles. Spot price based
charging at home uses the same algorithm as spot price based charging all day to minimize the charging
cost. However, the EV charging availability at home is applied instead of the EV charging availability all
day in order to investigate the situation of the home charging.
2.3. Charging Rates
The power rate of the charging may also affect the demand pattern of the EV charging. The EVs
can be charged through single phase 230 V AC connection, three phase 400 V AC connection or
external charger DC connections for fast charging. The charging rate of EVs can vary from a few kW
to tens of kW according to the charging mode and the charging current. In the study of this paper, the
charging is based on four typical charging rates including 2.30 kW which corresponds to a 230 V AC
single phase 10 A charging; 3.68 kW which corresponds to a 230 V AC single phase 16 A charging;
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11.04 kW which corresponds to a 400 V AC three phase 16 A charging and 20.00 kW which
corresponds to the fast charging.
3. EV Charging Profiles
The day-ahead energy planning analysis of EVs in the four Nordic countries with a 100% EV
penetration scenario was carried out with five different charging patterns, including uncontrolled
charging all day, uncontrolled charging at home, timed charging, spot price based charging all day and
spot price based charging at home.
3.1. Uncontrolled Charging All Day
The charging profiles of the uncontrolled charging all day in the Nordic region on weekdays and
weekends with different charging rates are shown in Figures 1–4. During the weekdays, the charging
demands of all the four Nordic countries share a similar trend. With the relatively low charging power
rates, the charging load of the EVs is not very high.
Figure 1. Demand of uncontrolled charging all day in the Nordic region with 2.30 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 2. Demand of uncontrolled charging all day in the Nordic region with 3.68 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.
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Figure 3. Demand of uncontrolled charging all day in the Nordic region with 11.04 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 4. Demand of uncontrolled charging all day in the Nordic region with 20.00 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

There are two peaks in the EV charging load curves of uncontrolled charging, one at 8–10 am in the
morning and the other one at 5–8 pm in the evening and the latter one is higher in amplitude. The shape
of the load curve is consistent with people’s driving requirement between home and workplace. The
load curves show obvious differences between the weekdays and the weekends. The charging load on
weekends starts to rise rapidly in the late morning and the majority of the charging happens in the
afternoon and evening when the people arrive home. For both the scenarios on weekdays and
weekends, the charging demand curves are steeper and have higher peak demands with a higher
charging power rate.
3.2. Uncontrolled Charging at Home
The charging profiles of the uncontrolled charging at home in the Nordic region on weekdays and
weekends with different charging rates are shown in Figures 5–8. They show different patterns from
the scenarios of the uncontrolled charging all day during the weekdays. The peaks in the morning in
the uncontrolled charging all day scenarios disappear. The EV charging demands start to increase in
the afternoon and come to the peak in the evening from 5 to 8 pm when people reach home from work.
On weekends, the demands of the uncontrolled charging at home have similar patterns with the
scenarios of the uncontrolled charging all day. The same as the uncontrolled charging all day, the
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charging demand curves of the uncontrolled charging at home are steeper and have higher peak
demands with a higher charging power rate.
Figure 5. Demand of uncontrolled charging at home in the Nordic region with 2.30 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 6. Demand of uncontrolled charging at home in the Nordic region with 3.68 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 7. Demand of uncontrolled charging at home in the Nordic region with 11.04 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.
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Figure 8. Demand of uncontrolled charging at home in the Nordic region with 20.00 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

3.3. Timed Charging
The charging profiles of the timed charging in the Nordic region on weekdays and weekends
with different charging rates are shown in Figures 9–12. As the vehicles are only charged after 9 pm in
the evening, most of the charging demand converges in the short time slot from 9 to 11 pm and
consequently form a steep spike in this period. Both the demands of the timed charging on weekdays
and weekends have such a load pattern. Similar with the uncontrolled charging scenarios, the timed
charging demand curves are steeper and have higher peak demands with a higher charging power rate.
Figure 9. Demand of timed charging in the Nordic region with 2.30 kW charging power on
(a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 10. Demand of timed charging in the Nordic region with 3.68 kW charging power
on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.
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Figure 11. Demand of timed charging in the Nordic region with 11.04 kW charging power
on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 12. Demand of timed charging in the Nordic region with 20.00 kW charging power
on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

3.4. Spot Price Based Charging All Day
The charging profiles of the spot price based charging all day in the Nordic region on weekdays and
weekends with different charging rates are shown in Figures 13–16. The demands of the spot price
based charging all day have similar load patterns on weekdays and weekends. The objective of the
charging is to minimize the charging cost. Therefore, most of the charging happens at night during the
hours with the relatively low spot prices and leads to the high charging load in the corresponding time slots.
Figure 13. Demand of spot price based charging all day in the Nordic region with 2.30 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.
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Figure 14. Demand of spot price based charging all day in the Nordic region with 3.68 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 15. Demand of spot price based charging all day in the Nordic region with 11.04 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 16. Demand of spot price based charging all day in the Nordic region with 20.00 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

3.5. Spot Price Based Charging at Home
The charging profiles of the spot price based charging at home in the Nordic region on weekdays
and weekends with different charging rates are shown in Figures 17–20. The charging demand patterns
of the spot price based charging at home share similar characteristics with the scenario of spot price
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based charging all day. It results from the fact that most of the charging in the spot price based charging
scenario happens at the low spot price hours at night when most of the vehicles are parked at home.
Figure 17. Demand of spot price based charging at home in the Nordic region with 2.30 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 18. Demand of spot price based charging at home in the Nordic region with 3.68 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

Figure 19. Demand of spot price based charging at home in the Nordic region with 11.04 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.
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Figure 20. Demand of spot price based charging at home in the Nordic Region with 20.00 kW
charging power on (a) weekdays and (b) weekends.

4. Discussion
The charging demand of EVs is not negligible for the grid when there is a high EV penetration
level. If there is a 100% EV penetration of the passenger cars by 2050 in the Nordic region, it will
require approximately a 6% increase in the electricity generation in the Nordic power system from the
base of year 2012. The percentage of the charging energy of the 100% EV penetration scenarios to the
total electricity consumption in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden is 13.7%, 9.2%, 3.6% and
4.6% respectively. The percentages reflect the ratio of the yearly cumulative charging energy in the
100% EV penetration scenario to the total electricity consumption of the corresponding country by
2050. The ratio is highest in Denmark because the Danish system has the smallest scale among the
four countries. Therefore, there will be a limited impact to the electric power generation of the Nordic
power system from the energy perspective when there is a large-scale deployment of EVs.
A more significant impact of the EV deployment to Nordic power system is on the system capacity.
The EV charging load curves of weekdays with a single phase 10 A charging in the Nordic region with
the 100% EV penetration scenario are shown in Figure 21.
The EV charging load has different patterns and this results in different influence on the power
system with different charging schemes. For the uncontrolled charging cases, the peak charging load
overlaps the peak hours of the original electric load in the evening during weekdays, which would
further stress the electric power system. However, a worse case happens in the timed charging
scenario. Although the charging begins after 9 pm when the original electric load starts to decrease,
most of the charging happens at the same time and the spike of the EV charging load from 9 to 11 pm
is so steep that it results in a corresponding spike in the total electric load. The spot price based
charging, to some extent, shifts the majority of the charging demand to the low demand period of the
electric power grid at night. Nevertheless, most of the charging congregates in the hours of low electric
spot prices and generates the high electrical load in the corresponding time period as a result.
In order to shorten the charging time, it is more likely to apply a high charging power from the
user’s point of view. However, the high charging power may further deteriorate the condition of the
system capacity due to the EV charging. With higher charging power, the EV charging load tends to
congregate in a shorter time slot, forms a steeper demand curve and creates a higher peak load. Such a
feature is more obvious with the charging patterns more likely to gather the charging, namely the timed
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charging and the spot price based charging in this paper. Therefore, it is necessary and important to
manage the charging power rating when there is a large-scale deployment of EVs.
Figure 21. Electric load with 100% EV penetration scenario in (a) Denmark; (b) Finland;
(c) Norway and (d) Sweden.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper provides the day-ahead EV charging energy planning with a 100% EV penetration level
in the Nordic area. Instead of using the normalized driving behaviors of the vehicles, the detailed
driving distance and charging availability of the vehicles along the day are obtained through the real
driving records from the National Travel Surveys of the Nordic region and applied in the charging
analysis in this paper. The results of the study show that the EV charging demand in the Nordic region
is shaped together by the charging strategy, the charging power rate as well as the driving patterns of
the vehicles. The EV charging loads of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden have similar patterns.
The electric energy consumption of EV charging is not very high compared to the total electric
generation of the Nordic power system. However, the peak EV charging load is considerable which
may cause the capacity problems for the future power system. In the uncontrolled charging scenarios,
the peak load of the charging overlaps the peak hours of the original electric load, which will further
stress the grid. The difference between the charging demands on weekdays and weekends is notable. In
the timed charging and spot price based charging scenarios, the charging load is shifted to the
relatively low-demand period to some extent. However, the peak loads are high in these cases as they
tend to congregate the charging.
The results presented in this paper provide an overview of the EV charging demand in the Nordic
region and illustrate the impact of the several factors on the charging demand. The day-ahead EV
charging energy planning profiles can be used for the Nordic transmission system planning studies to
identify the potential transmission system bottlenecks and determine the most cost effective expansion.
Moreover, the results are also meaningful to the decision making in the regulations of the power
system regarding the EV integration. The Nordic power system shows a potential to integrate the EVs in
a large scale with a moderate daily driving requirement in the area. However, the charging strategy needs
more investigation to further spread out the charging demand in the energy market. The results obtained
can be used to as inputs to develop the mechanism to induce more distributed EV charging demands.
In this paper, the stochastic characteristics of the driving behaviors have not been investigated. To
have a deeper understanding of the impact of the driving patterns on the EV charging demand, part of
the future work is to treat the driving data stochastically. In the spot price based charging scenarios in
this paper, the interplay of the EV charging load and the electricity market is not taken into account.
Further investigation will be done on this issue in order to achieve better understanding of the impact
of the EV charging load on the electric power system.
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Nomenclature:
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Electricity spot price during period t (EUR/kWh)
Electrical energy charged to EV n during period t (kWh)
Minimum battery state of charge (%)
Maximum battery state of charge (%)
Initial battery state of charge (%)
Driving energy requirement of EV n during period t (kWh)
Battery capacity of EV n (kWh)
Charging availability of EV n during period t (%)
Electrical charging rate (kW)
Charging time slot (h)
Driving distance of EV n during period t (km)
Driving energy consumption rate of EVs (kWh/km)
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